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Form Rescue Party For Desperate Campus Chest -.. See page four

THE BATES STUDENT

Announ
Commission Heads
binet

Mning Ca
les over Duties

Install New Officers
Walcott Installs William Norris
Rayder At Stu-G Assumes Office
Board Banquet At Ceremonies
"I do hereby solemnly swear to
abide by the constitution and bylaws of the Women's Student Government Association: to uphold to
the very best of my ability the
ideals and traditions of Bates College: and to strive to incorporate
into my conduct the high standards
of Bates women."
With this oath of office, Rae
\\ alcott, outgoing head of the
Women's Student Government, inaugurated the new president, Martha Rayder. The installation was a
part of the informal ceremony following the Stu-G's annual old
board-new board banquet, held at
the Women's Union on April 12 at
6 p.m.
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Outing Club Chooses
Next Year's Board
Appoint Thirteen;
No Freshmen Yet

William Norris and his new Student Council took their oath of office in a brief ceremony last
Wednesday, but before the old
Council tinder William Perham
bowed out, it performed a service
to Mr. Sampson by making individual recommendations about candidates for next year's proctoring
jobs.
Appearing before the last regular
gathering of Perhani's Council, Mr.
Sampson told the members that in
previous years he has actually had
to look around for men willing to
take the proctoring jobs. This year
he received twenty-four applications, and confessed that he was
"up against it".

At the last meeting of the Outing
Club, the directors of activities and
the board members for next year
were announced. Cynthia Keating
and Alan Glass will be co-chairmen
of Carnival; Edith Pennucci and
Robert Crandall are co-chairmen of
Cabins, Trails, and the Skating
Riivk; Doris Hardy and William
Page are in charge of Equipment;
Chris MacGregor and Lee Blackmon are in charge of Hikes; and
Jane Seaman and John Blake are
in charge of Publicity. The other
members of the Outing Club Board
are Glendon Collins, Joan Seear.
and Russell Woodin. The freshmen
representatives to the Outing Club
left to right, president Wil- Council have not been selected yet.

STUDENT GOVERNMENT OFFICERS: left to right, ViceSTUDENT COUNCIL OFFICERS:
Over Sixty Attend
Council Aids Sampson
president,
president, Elsa
Elsa Buschner;
Buschner; President, Martha Rayder; and Secretaryliam Norris shakes hands with the retiring president, William
At individual tables gaily decoMr. Sampson said he did not
held a treasurer, Joan Holmes.
rated with spring bouquets, over want to be accused of favoritism. Perham.
^g with new members of
sixty board members and guests, He appealed for advice from the
1 w !;•: VVednesdav evening
including the house directors and Council concerning the candidates,
Lioa/oiDr Painter.
house fellows, enjoyed a lobster some of whom he is not acquainted
were comdinner. Following this, President with at all.
Interest in various types of articles
treat held
Rae Walcott gave a parting talk on
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member make individual recomfor improving the STUDENT are
Government had participated during
mendations on the
twenty-four
The cast for Moliere's comedy, "The Imaginary Invalid," has called for in a poll now being conInterested prep and high school students in this part of Maine the past year, expressing her gratmen, which will be considered by
ducted by the newspaper.
will attend a convention on the United Nations and World Gov- itude to the girls and house direct- Mr. Sampson along with other fac- been announced by Miss Schaeffer, the director.
ors
who
have
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to
make
this
Norman
Buker
will
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MonThe questionnaire sheets were disernment at Chase Hall this Saturday.
tors, such as need for financial asyear a successful one. Rae also insieur Argon, the invalid, in the tributed last week to students in the
The convention, sponsored by troduced the various project com- sistance.
play to be presented by the Robin- dormitories and will be collected
the Bates World Government Club mittee chairmen, who gave brief Proctors Have Responsibilities
son Players May 11, 12, and 13. today. The results will be reported in
1 Holmes and Martha Rayunder Arthur Darken, is open to reports of their groups' findings.
The big problem for proctors,
Nancy Kosinski will be Toinette, next weeks STUDENT, and used by
IHC among delegates represaid Mr. Sampson, is to report
Bates students. Bates students may Make Reports
the maid; Jean LeMire will play the editors to make the paper conciah: N*v» England colbe excused from Saturday morning
Angelique. elder daughter of Ar- form in as many ways as possible to
The projects reported on, and the dormitory difficulties that they can
1 attending the Region Conclasses if they wish to attend the committee members of each, in- not settle themselves. Mr. Sampson
gon; Norma Smith will portray Ar- the desires of the college community.
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Jane Bower, John McDuffie, and
delegate to the World Government Meigs. In the absence of chairman a closer association between the previous experience on the paper.
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:'.ic probThe students will have an oppor- convention in Amsterdam last sum- Irma Reed, Rae Walcott reported
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high
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feature
i by ire .man orienon the sale of student directories. two groups.
fices of president, vice-presdient, and
tunity to express their opinions mer; and Donald Connery, a United
At the same meeting the Coun- writer and editor of the literary
and student-faculty relasecretary-treasurer, respectively, of
Press reporter at Lake Success.
Guests
magazine. A Biology major, Caroabout
the
paper
in
the
near
future.
p Delegate- from the various
Following the installation, Rae cil voted to recommend that the lyn was a religion assistant this
the MacFarlane Club, at a meeting
The
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will
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Campus Chest be dropped, as the
* exchanged their points of Betty Dagdigian, managing editor,
turned the program over to the
Six members of both the varsity held in Hathorn Hall, last Tuesday.
year.
said that questionnaires will be dis- the afternoon with a group discusChest report had suggested.
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Goldman, sophomore and a Biol- and freshman squad are preparing The officers will assume their duties
sion at 1:30 and a closing address
1 meeting- on Saturday morn- tributed to various dorms by staff
Martha Rayder, who brought the Rowe and Norris Stress
ogy major, is in charge of publica- for two debates this week. John at the next meeting in May.
by
Mr.
Wheeler
at
3:30.
students and
faculty
aod all of the representative* members;
traditional affair to a close. Guests Cooperation
tions and the Biology Journals Babigian and Robert Patterson
The program also included a demIn short talks during the inaugu^"ed tor a summaiv discu- members will be able to comment
attending the banquet were: Dean
Club activities. He worked on the will participate in an exhibition de- onstration of orchestra instruments
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a the afternoon,
Hazel Clark, Miss Abbott, Mrs.
Lewiston Evening Journal last sum- bate Friday with Bowdoin at Aupaper." with the results being tabuBisbee, Mrs. Cross, Miss Eaton, lounge last Wednesday, Dean Har- mer, has had a year's experience on gusta. Maine. They will represent under the direction of Leroy Dancer.
p* the busine-- meeting, the
lated. If the students recommend
Miss Giuriceo, Miss Golden, Mrs. ry Rowe and president-elect Norris the STUDENT, and was editorial the negative point of view on the Those participating were Wilbur
The following nx finalist,
"PMity ot a joint convention of
Rust, demonstrating the violin; Jane
logical changes that will improve
Kendall, Miss Lawrence, Mrs. Mill- saw eye to eye on the matter of fu- editor on his high school paper.
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out.: Max Bell, Molly Cutw,
J«on were passed, only the
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(Continued
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the result of Clark's policy of the
Tibbetts, and Miss Walmsley.
She has had two years' previous auspices of the Augusta Communi- Momenthy, the trumpet; and Eugene
William Dill, Richard Nair,
f^id grant colleges would be
paper coinciding with the needs
experience on the STUDENT and ty Lecture Series.
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F** "> send delegates to the and desires of the student body.
Gilmartin, the percussion instruments.
was editor-in-chief of her high
This
Saturday
the
freshman
pnence. thu. eliminating repreYoung.
Plans were made for a dinner in
school paper.
squad will be represented in the
This contest, an annual event,
I
privately Nair Talk. On Advancement
the
Women's Union for the next club
Rippey,
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and
an
English
I W school- .
Novice
Tourney
at
Dartmouth
ColBates The
will be held April 25 at 7 p. m.
Richard Nair, senior editor ad1 f
major, is in charge of Stu-C news lege by
Alan
Hakes.
Russell meeting and a program committee
°r this union was voted dressed the newly elected members
in the Little Theatre. Prize, of
and the Robinson plays. He has had Young. Howard Epstein, and Mur- was named. Those serving" on the
$40, $25. and $15. taken from
of the staff. He pointed out that
one year of experience on the STU- ray Bolduc. Last year the freshman committee are Jane Bower, Beverly
the
Charles
Sumner
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Me
I «t year's conference will be advancement on the paper will be
DENT and was editor-in-chief of squad won second place in the Eaton, Leroy Dancer, Robert Hayi J
t Bate,.
morial Fund, will be awarded
determined by the reporter's cooperhis
high school paper.
tourney, while David Moore was ward, and John McDuffie.
the three top speakers.
ation and willingness to work. OpCoopersmith, a freshman and also second to none as best speaker.
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portunities are available, contmued
an English major, will handle deYesterday, a varsity team comthe
Oratorical Contest except
Nair, and the department heads w 11
bating. Coopersmith was alumni ed- prised of Arthur Knoll, Richard
previous first-prize winners.
recognize sincere and diligent work
itor and featurew riter for a high Nair, Herbert Bergdahl, and Rae
or S Paper. Nair cited exampes
(faulty, AprH 19
(Continued on page four)
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Editorials
A Good Tradition

Mike's Coffee Contains Arsenic, G A. Poll Reveals Bates
Saltpeter And Unknown Element Favors D. R Admission

It's too bad it's traditional for an incoming editor of the STUBy Lucille Mainland and
DENT to praise and offer fond goodbye's and well-wishes to memCarolyn Carlson
bers of the outgoing staff.
It's too bad it's traditional because we don't like to start bowing
At nine fifteen on the night of
to tradition with our very first issue. We would like to do something April 12, the two field workers of the
original. But the fact is, this is one tradition which is a very good Institute of Coffee Lovers of Ameridea, especially this year. And in this case, let it be said that we're
ica, Agatha and Matilda, clad in offinot bowing to tradition, but to our sincere desires.
cial uniform, tested the coffee of Ye
Capable
Olde Hobby Shoppe.
It's also too bad that we are compelled by necessity and desire to
The object of this experiment was
say that Bob Foster was without doubt one of the most capable college editors we have ever seen or heard of, because many a reader to determine the ingredients in the
is going to wonder in a profane sort of way why we have to put above mentioned coffee, which has
this sort of,thing in print.
been causing much dissatisfaction
But it so happens that it's true. And we have seen or heard of
quite a few. It was a pleasure (most of the time) to work with him.
Example of the Editor's Grammar . . .
And to the others; Willie Barbeau, with his selling genius and
ability to drive Foster crazy by drawing dollar signs in the air;
Lindy, who probably won't even read this because she announced
shortly before vacation that she was through with the STUDENT
for good, largely because of the headaches involved in serving as
mediator between the newspaper and some occasionally irate women; Bob Wade, who added the leisurely touch to the paper with
the free and easy way he produced his sports page and wrote
"Around Garcelon"; Carol Ann Patrell, of gossip column and Outing Club fame; and Dave Turkeltaub, a biology major who made
good by becoming one of the mainstays of the sports page — to all
ol them we offer our sincere admiration and best wishes for the easy
life they are now about to embark on.
As We Said Before . . .
This sort of thing is traditional. But the circumstances are exceptional. The six former staff members no longer with us represent
a loss which the STUDENT will feel keenly. Maybe we will fill
their shoes. Anyway, we'll try.

Aims And Views
Now is the time for us to say something about what we hope the
STUDENT will be during the next year.
Our Responsibility
We feel our responsibility is not only to the student body, but
to the whole college community — our readers. This includes students, faculty, administration, alumni, and parents. We even have
a responsibility to dear old Bates as an institution.
The columns of this newspaper are directed to all of the groups
named with (excuse the expression) the ultimate objective of doing
what we consider will improve the college.
«
All The News That Fits . . .
Our first responsibility to our readers and to the college, we
think, is to present all the news objectively. Impossible? Maybe,
but just for the record here's a promise that we'll try darn hard
not to be biased in our news columns.
It is we who have to decide on the relative value of news stories
and the position and proportionate space given them. Sometimes
v/e will make mistakes. But stories from every corner of the campus
and from off the campus when interest warrants it are welcome
and are hereby assured fair treatment.
A Word On Publicity
There is, in many cases, a distinction between publicity and news
In other cases there isn't. Because of what we are trying to accomplish, there is a place in the STUDENT for both publicity and
news, but news comes first. Just so everybody understands, stories
are judged primarily on their relative news value, rather than
on how much publicity they will give to a particular organization
or activity. O. K.?
Frank And Understanding
One of our most serious and important jobs, as the only campus
news organ, is that of trying to maintain frank and understanding
relations among the groups to whom our columns are directed,
especially between the students and the administrative officers.
Bob Foster had the right idea in his dealings with the muchpersecuted gentlemen over in Roger Bill. He always tried to get
the full story on what was being planned for the benefit of the
students and of the college. Such a procedure, we feel, is essential
to an understanding, contented student body and to serious constructive thinking about campus problems. We will try to do the
same. We will even try to improve.
The Climate Of Opinion
Opinions aren't always going to be the same.
As we said before, our responsibility is to the whole college community, but since we are a student-run newspaper, opinions in
this column will naturally be student opinions. There will also be
administration opinions, faculty opinions, and maybe even parent
opinions. And opinions will differ widely among the students.
That is why we give as much space as necessary to letters to
the editor. They are always welcome from all quarters.
We have the responsibility for making the STUDENT a worthwhile enterprise. But we can't do it alone. We earnestly solicit
from students, administration, faculty, alumni, and parents, not
only letters to the editor, but also suggestions, criticism and cooperation.

The Music Stigma

among the lovers of Academisa Batesina.
Theory
The main principle underlying this
analysis is that of precipitation. This
phenomenon can only be clearly understood by those brave students who
have completed Dr. Thomas' 215
chemistry course.
First, we must understand the solubility product. According to the
Doctor "the solubility product equals
the product of the concentration of
the ions of a slightly soluble strong

Ec. Majors Assist Local
Restaurants, Wholesalers
By Nan Kosinski and Sally Haynes been selling. This was a direct result
"To market, to market ..." Eco- of the student report describing in
nomics majors in Mr. Ward's Mar- detail the reasons for the unpopuketing class have, this past year, larity of the item.
been living at least the first line of Project To Aid Local Restaurants
the old nursery jingle. Members of
During the present semester, the
the class have been following a
marketing class is working on a
program to aid many local businessproject to help the restaurants of
men in both the retail and wholeLewiston. The program covers
sale areas to find answers for some
twelve major phases of the restaurof the innumerable problems which
ant business, including personnel,
face business today.
location, lay-out, financial problems,
Benefits Students And Business
and attracting customers. Research,
The program does not offer mere- observation, consultation and the
ly one-way advantages. The stu- student opinions will constitute the
dents involved benefit fully as much basis for a twelve chapter report for
as the business concerns since they the studied use of local restauranlearn to apply classroom theory to teurs.
actual problems. They are using as Marketing Worshopa Now
a textbook business itself.
Marketing workshops for the
After studying the methods of op- study of actual case-work problems
eration and advertising and investi- are a fairly recent development in
gating the needs of an establish- colleges of the New York area and
ment, the students make out reports at the University of Illinois where
describing both general and specific the program began in January, 1948.
improvements which they feel the
In these colleges, as at Bates, the
management should consider.
program is already considered a valMore than one concern has expressed gratitude for the project by
which it has received not only actual suggestions but also ideas on
technique and research. For example, one wholesaler decided to shift
the advertising and promotion emphasis on an item which had not

uable addition to the economic departments and to the business establishments with which they work.
The combination of applied theory
and years of experience point the
way to long-needed and welcome
improvements in the modern business world.

Sampsonville Scene
By Bill Norris

Larry and Doris Lalonde have a out the Wives in a softball game
brand new baby daughter — delivered last
Sunday.
Murderesses
Row
at St Mary's Hospital April 13. (Audrey, Ginger Jones, and Ruth
Carsley) almost slugged their way
"Pop'"' Lalonde's new daughter is
to victory. If they improve we're
named Kathy Ann — both mother and going to be hardpressed as the
offspring are reported in good shape. "after—upper" league gets into full
This marks the last scheduled visit swing.
of the stork to Sampsonville this
June Almost Here
semester. That gallant old bird has
Dot. Chet, and Dawn Leone left
done yeoman service and deserves
our midst last weekend. Chet, who
the rest he is getting.
is going to do graduate work at
Easter Vacation
Brown next semester, took his
Lots doing over Easter vacation,
family down to Providence to
liud and Nancy Porter had a pair of check on the housing situation.
ducklings who passed their swimming Things like this make us realize
test in the Porter kitchen sink. The
how close we are to the end of anEaster Bunny also delivered a pair of other school year.
gaily colored chickens to Billy. Kathy
Bob and Gwen Hamlen also took
Jones took Easter Parade honors
with her new coat. The Colby chil- a trip south last week. Bob went
dren, Connie and David, joined the to look over some job prospects
backyard throng — balance of power and Gwen went along to get some
experience behind the wheel of
still favors the girls.
their new car — a snazzy looking
Husbands at work: Dick Packard
Studebaker.
built baby Richard a new chest for
We're glad to hear that Yvette
his clothes. Mike Stephanian rc-upholstered a living-room chair in fed Leahy is feeling better after a short
leather — looks very comfortable. illness. Only other bad news is that
Mike says he hasn't been able to get Joan McCee had to rush to Boston
Agnes out of the chair since it was due to her mother's sickness.
finished. Pete Carsley did a fancy job Otherwise — we're fairly healthy.
of spreading linoleum throughout his Wives' Club Newt
apartment.
The meeting tonight will be held
Question of the Week: "When will in the Carsley apartment No. 6
bet-a-million Freddie Jones stop Garcelon Mouse. The meeting will
freezing the deck"?
start around 7:30. Canasta, bridge,
Softball
chit-chat, and refreshments.

electrolyte. Many compounds, especially the most harmful, are insoluble
in coffee solutions.
To four test tubes, each containing
one milliliter of coffee per liter of
solution, four reagents were added.
The precipitates were heavy red, yellow, cloudy white, and dark blue respectively.

_„ ,

Boston Tea Store

Fountain Specials ...

sue.
After careful concentration and
study, the Doctors Agatha and Ma- Results
The results, obtained from those
tilda have reached four conclusions.
blanks turned in, - revealed that
Arsenic Causes Fatalities
forty-eight per cent of the students
The red precipitate could be noth- felt that we have a moral duty to
ing but arsenic. As the fatality rate admit into this country as many disat Batesina has been very high this placed persons from Europe as pospast semester, especially in economics sible. Eighty-three per cent of the
and geology, this seems to be a very students felt that we shouldn't limit
reasonable conclusion.
admission of D.P.'s in spite of the
problems created by racial and reliDiscover Saltpeter Source
gions
differences.
We are forced to conclude that the
yellow residue is undoubtedly saltSixty-three per cent were opposed
peter. The committee on Campus So- to limiting admission on the basis
cial Relations had formerly accused of whether or not the D P. is cathe Commons and Fiske of contami- pable of hard work. Ninety-four per
nating the milk with this compound, cent stated we should include Gerbut we of the Institute have found man displaced persons as well as
the true culprit.
those from other nations ir setting
the admission quotas. And finally
Milk Of Magnesia
eighty per cent of the students quesThe cloudy white precipitate, which
tioned didn't feel that the DP's conproved baffling at first, was found to
stituted a danger to the political
have a most common explanation. It
and economic system of our country
took a layman to suggest it as milk
wiien admitted to our shores.
of magnesia. The lower sales of Saratan reported by Mr. Mike and the in- Students Differ With Congress
firmity reported just before vacation
The attitude expressed bv the
by many coffee lovers substantiates Bates students in this poll is by no
this conclusion.
means similar to that of the U. S.
Congress. That body has ocen very
New Element Discovered
slow to act on this question, and
The Institute proudly announces
even when it did get around to prothat through the efforts of the two
pose legislation the act that was
doctors the chemical world now has
finally passed did little if anything
its ninety-third element. No known
to meet the real problem involved.
compound had the properties of this
unusual blue precipitate. In considera- Displaced Persons Act
tion of the great advance this would
The Displaced Persons Act that
cause in the scientific field, the Insti- was fashioned by the 80th Congress
tute agreed not to fine Ye Olde Hobby authorized the admission into the
Shoppe and merely suggested the United States of 205,000 D.P.'s
correction of the above disagreeable without regard to <juota requirefeatures.
ments. It stated, however, that all
The new compound has duly been displaced persons were to come
named and will soon appear in all p-om ihe war-occupied zones of
chemical journals. To the select group Germany, Italy, and Austria and
of our readers this will be divulged— defined D.P.'s as only ttiose who
Shobby Hoppium is our gift to the had been displaced from their
homes during the war period.
world! I!

Cultural Students Play Hide And Seek
In New York Churches And Museums
By Betty Dagdigian
of particular interest to various stuHide and seek is a game most dents.
people outgrow, but Bates students

Wall Street, St. Patrick's Church,
in New York over Easter vacation the Church of St. John the Divine,
found their interest in it rejuve- the Unseam "f Modern Art. the
nated.
Metropolitan
Museum,
anil
the

and Whitney Museum were on the preseniors spent from three to five hours arranged itinerary, and most of the
in New York trying to apply their group arrived at each sometime
Cultural Heritage to the various during the week.
Approximately

28

juniors

Notice

STRAND
Wednesday, Thursday, Apr. 19, 20
"Harbor Missing Men"
"The Big Wheel" .
Friday, Saturday, Apr. 21, 22
"Shadows of the West"
"Story of Molly"
-Wild Bill Hickok"
"Primitive Pluto"
Sun., Mon., Toes., Apr. 23, 24, >S
" 'Neath Brooklyn Bridge"
"Sands of Iwo Jima"

This Act caused considerable
criticism as it excluded many persons who left their homes and migrated into Germany, Italy, o." Aasrria during the turbulent period
Wiuch immediately followed December. W45. The Act was particularly charged with being anti-Catholic
and anti-Jewish inasmuch as many
of those who fled into the qualifying zone alter 1945 were people of
those faiths.
New D.P. Bill
As this bill drew near its date of
expiring, the Senate on January
25th of this year submitted a displaced persons bill of somewhat
wider scope. The Senate version,
which was passed in the upper
house last week, places the qualifying date up to January I. 1949.
Thus, all those who after the end
of the war crowded into the four
ones of occupation are covered by
this Senate bill.
It retains the provisions of the
existing law that a 30 per cent priority be given to agricultural workers and their families and that a 40
per cent priority be allowed those
from territory annexed by a foreign
power. It also provided for the additional admission of 320.000 D.P.'s
over a three-year entry period.
Up to now, the United States has
brought in 200,000 displaced persons. Some of these who have come,
have fitted quickly into their new
places. But many move on to two
or three places before settling down.
This would seem only natural when
we consider the great changes that
these people must accustom themselves to in their effort to begin life
again m a strange country. Yet
Congress uses this fact of restlessness on the Dart of the D.P.'s as an
excuse to delay passing more liberal
legislation.
Americans Need Realistic View
It is time we Americans took a
realistic view of the situation in
Western Europe. There are today
about twelve million displaced persons living on a bare subsistence
diet in badly overcrowded camps.
Many are sick, old or otherwise incapable of any hard work. Those
European nation- -.vlrch possibly
could, have taken in many more
than their proportionate share of
the D P.'s. yet the condition s'il'
remains in a critical state.
The United States is today the
'icst economically situated nation to
cart for thee homeless persons.
We have facing us then, the question of whether or not we will
bother ourselves about these peopie.
Shall we try to give them a home
and show them the all that our free
nation and society can do and has
done for us. or shall they, too, fall
under the heel of Russian idealism?
It seems to me that this is not
only a matter involving our personal, ethical feelings, hut also a very
practical matter of the future of our
way of life.

Me. Trail Club
Meets Sunday,
Presents Film
The Maine Appalachian Trail
Club will hold its annual meeting
at Bates College on Sunday, April
23. The meeting, sponsored bv the
Outing Club, is held for the' purpose of providing an opportunity to
discuss matters relating to the Appalachian Trail in Maine.
A film on trail technique will be
presented at 2:00 p.m. in the Women's Union. Lantern slides showing v.ews of the trail will be demonstrated at 7:30 in Chase Hall
An exhibition of photographs on
e trail ,n Maine is now displayed
on the second floor of Coram ' Librarv.
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would lit,
«

many

'•". "**?' »*"* re!urntd
vacation only ,0 be ^
the scintillating mjxe(|
home permanent? and
cheese - - - Hey, Bob ... m
without mustard? - .
i
that i= - - .
Speaking or odors -..,
ed something strange in ,
the other day and inve,tipi(
found one of the gin,,
ishing her nails . . . mm,
though we have a new pr0b|
nail polish vs. knitting ,
While pursuing culture in M.
ran into Joan Greenberg '«
Everett Bremner '48 - - - thei
monial match-making date has!
set for the middle of June Joanie is leaving her job ai Bdj
me Hospital and co-acciden
the same position will be filled I
Sally Cove '49 (Mrs. Lou CattrJ
after April 22)
Saw Ray Clouuer and alscl
Cuddles Cunnane on campusl
this week - ■ - Bob? - - - lomtl
people don't know when they'ie|
well off - - John Berry seems to be havi!
some rather eventful vacation*. - •
Bob - - - been wondering what 1
plans are for the summer - •
One of the freshman girls
didn't seem to be getting
enough mail so her three roommates decided to remedy the
situation - - - they sat down
with several magazines and'
several pairs of scissors - • - result*: literature, samples, representatives and what have you
from
Hathaway Cumins,
Youngstown Kitchens, Olson
Rugs. Childcraft Field Enter.
prises. General Foods, Canadian Government Travel Bureau.
Greyhound
Highway
Tours, Beltone Hearing Aids,
etc., etc., etc. - - Hey Bob - - - oh, yes - - *j
that one of the freshman
still enjoys
»u a™
the bathtub - - - tell as. do the bat
m pP
tubs ii
" '
with m< nigs? - - Looks although all this campus needed was to be shipthe
wrecked . . . Bob - and I
dance was a huge success
e obviously was met vfltt
hearty cooperation - - ■ co - ulations to the freshmen - - ■
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Penny Singleton, Arthur Lake
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Some time ago the Public Affairs Commission of the Christian
Association distributed a question
naire on the displaced persons problem. The questionnaire was designed to indicate the general opinion
of Bates students regarding this is-
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:■•>- "muIUneously
"****.
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By Robert Patterson

churches and museum pieces avail- Applied Cultural
able. Dr. Zerby and Dr. Willis acIt must have been amusing and a
little distracting for the native Newcompanied the group.
Yorkers to find that besides lookHid* And Seek Theme Of Trip
ing at the height of the buildings,
Among the places visited was the many of the outlanders were exMuseum of Modern Art, where claiming over the find of flying buttresses and rose windows, clearmost of the group were particularly
stories and recessed portals.
impressed or fascinated, as the case
More ironic, however, was the exmight be, by Tchelitchew's "Hide perience of the group that left their
and Seek". This title proved to be car in a parking lot in Jamaica.
the keynote of the trip, as from that After walking back and forth from
the parking lot to the subway enpoint on the organization was so
trance for two days, they finallyloose as to provide for the side-trips
noticed that the church on the route
had as effective flying buttresses as
any they had exclaimed about in the
city proper.
The editors of the STUVariety Of Side Trips
DENT would be happy to pubAmong the side trips were visits
lish the letter from "A Die
to the Hayden Planatarium, the
Hard J. B. Hermit" concernUnited Nations at Lake Success, the
ing the state of campus social
new United Nations building in
New York City, several of the
affairs in relation to Hygiene
There will be no gathering of the
smaller
art .collections, and of
101W if he would submit his
Deserted Husbands — due to tocourse, Central Park, Rockefeller
name. It will be withheld from
morrow's Cultural Heritage comCenter, and the Fifth Avenue shop
publication upon request.
mitment.
windows.

For too long there has been a stigma attached to music played
in chapel. Two programs since vacation demonstrate that music
tan be.worthwhile and enjoyable, even at 8:35 Mondays, Wednesdays, and Fridays.
Let's forget the moans and groans and cut-saving which seem
to be the trend when the mere idea of a musical chapel program
is mentioned.
Some music is good; some is bad. Let's judge it for its own
Th- warm weather" last Sunday
sake, forgetting when or where we hear it. Previous experience is
had the neighbors out in force. The
not always a good indication.
Bardwell Bachelors had a secret
practice session in preparation for
the forthcoming softball season.
Southpaw Bob "Ace" Williams has
v
t
been ordered by coach Don Russell
not to raise his hand in any of his
(Founded in 1873)
^^J3
classes for fear of causing injury
Editor-in-Chief
to his valuable pitching arm.
Charles Clark 'SI
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Females Display [Athletic Abilities: an a.M 7^
Modern Dance, Basketball *$$£>
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="-<• the jobs that ge, li,,le Df the
"edit. yet are as illlportant as a
• ursitv starting position.
One of these jobs Bob has held
'•own has been that of Intramural
manager. He has, for more than one
season, been one of the group that
keeps the intramural system operat~g so that those of us with five
thumbs or too much work can get a
hance to compete in one or more
ports. Football, basketball and softball
seasons
keep
Bob
busy
throughout the year.
No mean athlete himself. Bob
eouid be seen in the basketball
forces of the off-campus group.
Standing over six feet tall, he played center and used his height and
'unip shot to rack up a new intramural
record, scoring 137 points in
PARTICIPATE IN GYM DEMONSTRATION
seven games, for an average of 19.6
By Phyllis Sawyer
performer she was representing.
points a game. He played center and
Last night the Department of
Another effective feature of the was high-scorer for the All-Stars in
Physical Education for Women pre- program was the archery demon- their ignominious defeat at the
sented a mass demonstration in the stration. Those taking part attempt- hands of the Rinky-Dinks.
Alumni Gym. The program was de- ed to show two different methods of
signed, to show some of the activi- aiming. One method they used was minimum of equipment. These included sidewalk tennis, tether ball.
ties of the women's gym classes.
the bow sight, in which they sighted box hockey, and some jump rope
One of the most outtsanding fea- along a pin placed on the bow at
tricks. Such games are .very practitures of the exhibition was a dance eye level. Another method used
cal, inasmuch as each- requires but
put on by the modern dance lab was the point of aim in which the
two participants.
group. This group is composed of girls aimed at a spot on the floor
The conditioning exercises shown
faculty children ranging in age from rather than at the target. To prove
by the sophomores and juniors were
four to twelve The dance was the effectiveness of this method, the
quite different from those done in
earned out as a circus theme in targets were covered with paper, so
the past. They have been set to muwhich each child took the part of a that the girls had to shoot without
circus animal or performer. First seeing it.
they paraded around the gym. after
The freshmen exhibited a number
which each child performed a short of games that can be played suclance to illustrate the animal or cessfully almost anywhere with a
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By Bob Purinton
Coach Danny McFayden's Bowdoin Bears served ample notice that
they will be out for the Bobcat's
hide in the exhibition game on April
19 here at Garcelon Field. Last Saturday the Bears, State Series deAt three o'clock this afternoon,
fending champs, went extra innings
on Lewiston High's field, the 1950
to beat Maine by a 3-2 score.
version of the baseball BobkiUens
On April 20, the Bobcats will
will be unveiled in their initial encounter against Lewiston
High travel to Colby for their second exhibition.
School.

By Al Hakes

iLine

[

Bowdoin. Colby Are 'Cats' Foes
In Baseball

Bob Wade
Nor is this all. Bob served as
sporrs editor oi the STUDENT this
year and wrote the weekly Around
Garcelon column. Bob's graduation
this June will bring to an end his
work as manager, editor, writer,
and competitor which has kept him
busy through four years. He will be
a hard man to replace.
sic, and many dance techniques
have been added. Also more stress
is now put on stretching rather
than bending.
The whole program was very well
executed and the other events were
carried out effectively. Two exciting badminton games were played,
the modern dance club's interpreta(Continued on page four)
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STECKINOTHOTEL

In the catching department, Cocaptain Bob Graff is leading the
way with Jim Fife and Burleigh
Barnes providing the necessary relief depth.
'1 ne Maine game saw Clarke, Bishop, and Barnes in the outfield positions. This would indicate ttiat the
outfield is still wide open but the
depth provided by Ralph Atwood,
Bob Speirs, Hank Daley, and others
should be sufficient.
The Colby Mules will play host
to the Bobcats in the second Garnet exhibition on the following day.
The Mules will place Norm
White at third, Ted Shiro at second, Mark Mordecai at first, Art
White at short and Al White in the
catcher's post. In the pitching department the Bobcats will probably
have to face such men as Gravel,
Leaf, and Kecfe. No word as to the
outfield has been received.

In Your
Spare Time

AT THE

BAT AT

FRANGEDAKIS'

274 Main St.
Lewiaton
Phone 3-0431

SPORT COATS

■■■■■-

Co-captain
Bernic Johnson is
the mainstay of the pitching staff
and he will be ably assisted by
three sophomore hurlers, Merle
Jordan, Art jJi.'.hop, and Tom Ma
goun. A fourth hurler, though now a
question mark because of his wildness, is Joe Gauld.

Chalk Up A Strike
TIBBYS
SPORTS CENTER

Newt

aplenty

Bowdoin's Jack Feehan, who recently shifted to second base, has
been proving that he is the power
hitter on the squad. Don Reimer
has the first base assignment and is
an entirely capable fielder. At present, however, he is having difficulty
at the plate, but should he regain
his batting eye he will round out an
offensively dangerous infield. Andy
Lano, a sophomore, has moved intc
the shortstop spot and his classNow, as the season opens, there
appears to be about five fellows mate, Jim Decker, is stationed at
who will share pitching duties for Raia at second, Nestor D'Angelo
Coach Bob Hatch, and two of these
playing shortstop, and Jim Moody
are men who would ordinarily play
holding down third base. When
regular infield, positions. Richie either Raia or D'Angelo is pitching,
Raia will undobutedly do some of their positions will be capably filled
the hurling and Nestor D'Angelo
by Ed Fitzgerald. Dave Harkins
will probably take a regular turn
will do most of the catching, with
on the mound also. Bill Kerr,
Chris Nast filling in when needed.
"Chuck" Fischer and Pete WhitDon Barrios, Al Greaves, Freddy
taker are the other pitchers who
Lebel, and Dave Purdy seem to be
seem pretty sure of being kept the four best outfielders, with the
with the squad. There may be a
first three probably starting this
toss-up, however, between Fischer
afternoon.
and Scott Guerney, both of whom
The pitching staff is the big "if"
are left-handers.
on this squad. If some hurlers
The other positions are more defi- come
through,
the
Bobkittens
nite. The infield will be composed should turn in a winning record at
of George Bryant at first, Richie the season's end.
This season opens with a huge
question <mark still scrawled across
the pitcher's mound, where several
fellows have tried out and with the
exception of one or two, have failed
to impress very much. Pitching is
a problem on any team, and the
frosh club this year is no exception,
for the comparative lack of good
pitching casts a shadow over an
otherwise optimistic outlook.

third. At the moment Decker, too,
is having trouble at the plate but
this seems only temporary as he
was a powerful hitter as a freshman.

Romeo E. Thibodeau
Alfred J. Thibodeau
Edrick J. Thibodeau
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|for That...

STEAKS - CHOPS

EVENING SNACK

PIZZA PIES

Ifay's I.G.A.

NEW PRICES

Store

| line minutes from Campus

Tel. 4-4151

SLACKS TO MATCH

95 ELM ST.
IDC A. M. to 5:30 P. M.
Phone 2-5612

One Stop

hiham University
(SCHOOL OF LAW

COMPLETE "BACHELOR
. . . to . . .

NEW YORK

SERVICE"

COLLEGE MEN AND WOMEN

STORE

Three-Year Day Course
four-Year Evening Course

205 Main Street

CO-EDUCATIONAL
Mem!.
American Law Schools
■wlants must be College grad1
>nd present full transcript of
College record.
tSSES

BEGIN Sept. 25th, 1950
L.,'
n address
raJ£«F0RDHAM UNIV.
I SCHOOL OF LAW
P^a-Jy. New York 7, \. Y.

fCR

Calves. c§ mrue:

MEN
Lewiaton, Main*

Take Your
CLEANING and LAUNDERING
To Our Main St. Store

■

Convenient To The Campus

SPALDING

PECKS
NOW!
Elizabeth Arden brings you
her remarkable

SPUN CREAM
HOME
PERMANENT
$3.50
plus 33c tax

This salon-type home permanent will give you lovelier, more glamorous hair

WITH SMOKERS WHO KNOW . . . IT'S

GOWN AND JEWELS BY SAKS FIFTH AVENUE

with a wave comparable to
those

given

in

Elizabeth

Arden's famous salon.
By a new process, oil

"rial

Golfer, are nut. about the new S£**$
Dor»...with Spalding's improved
winding (-raO-THNS.^
Gives maximum distance »"
.Lee. feel-Plus famous Dor cUck.
True uniformity assured.
The high-powered SfUimg A»
FLITS* is ~Tru-T**tio*r wound, wu.
And for toughness plus distance, it s tne
Kio-Ftm* and TorturW.

actually spun into the basic

at Pennsylvania State College i

curling lotion for a safe,
soft, more natural looking
wave. Set contains neutralizes curling papers, plastic

Graham & Sims |jeruu*<: it i.«

curling rods, specially treated hair pins and 'Spun
Cream" waving lotion.

Mts tho po€« In »p©rt«

cheerful place — full of friend
collegiate atmosphere. And wn ■
the gang gathers around, ii-ex-o".
Coca-C.ola gets the call. For here
as in college haunts everywhere—
Coke belongs.

Refills $1-65
plus 33c tax

Dor md TO»-FLITB M Pra Shops O-h-

SPALDING

is

In State College, Pennsylvania, .
favorite gathering spot of student-

Ask Jor it either way . . . both
trade-marks mean the same thing.
BOTTLED UND€« AUTHOMTY Of THE COCA-COLA COMPANY IY

COSMETICS

The COCA-COLA Bottling Plants, Inc., Lewiaton

,

©1950. Th. Coco-Colo Company

PECK'S STREET FLOOR

YBI, Camels an SO MILD that in a coast-to-coast test
of hundreds of men and women who smoked Camels —
and only Camels—for 30 consecutive days, noted throat
specialists, making weekly examinations, reported

NOT ONE SINGLE CASE
OF THROAT IRRITATION
due to smoking CAMELS!

&7
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FOUR

Pianist K. Koss Frosh Class Holds Lois Dickson Wins Debate Scholars!.
Mike
Installs
TV;
CA Wants To Run Chase Dances;
Gives Concert Shipwreck Dance Portland Tops Maine Debate Tour,
Will
Operate
Soon
Next Sunday
Moulton Takes Office At Retreat
In hopes of enlivening Saturday
After the five-mile boat trip from
night social doings, the Christian Falmouth to Cousen's Island FriAssociation will make a bid this day the weekend began officially
spring for managership of Chase with the passing of cabinet chairHall dances, the function now car-' manship from Glenn Kumekawa to
ried on independently by the Chase the newrpresident, Margaret Moulton.
Hall Committee.
This decision was among the sevThe 21 students, with their faceral dozen items concerning next ulty advisor. Dr. Painter, met in
year's CA program discussed last some twelve hours of business sesweekend during the annual old-new sions around the cabin fireplace,
cabinet retreat. Ten retiring cabi- making use of oil lamps after sunnet members and 12 new officers set. Between business sessions the
and activity chairmen attending the students chopped their own fireouting, held this year at Hugh wood, carried -water from a nearby
Penney's camp on Cousen's Island, spring, cooked their own meals, and
three miles off Falmouth.
found time for singing, hiking,
Members of the CA Social Com- card-playing, archery, and group
mission would supervise and plan games.
entertainment for the regular Chase
A Sunday morning worship serHall dances next year, according to
vice in the rustic community chapel
the projected plans. Joan McCurdy,
and an after-dinner meditation on
commission chairman, will discuss
the law overlooking Casco Bay
the idea with the Kxtra-Curricular
concluded the weekend retreat.
Activities Committee this spring.
New activities outlined for the
Campus Service Committee include
a "Book Exchange Day" to be held
at the opening of college next fall,
(Continued from page one)
to facilitate buying and selling of could and should be more of
it,
used text books. Under the direction they agreed.
of Chairman "Jean McLeod, the
Perham Expresses Appreciation
commission also plans to launch a
Before retiring from the office he
program to improve the appearance
assumed
last spring, President Perof classrooms.
nam thanked the Council members
The Faith Commission,
now
for help during the year, and comheaded by Jane Osborne and Armented upon the harmony and
thur Thurbur, plans to arrange
friendliness which marked the opgroup visits to the'local churches
eration of the old Sut-C.
and synagogues and expects to
Members of the old council who
sponsor regular mid-week evening
were re-elected include Vicevesper services in the chapel.
The programs of the Public Af- President William Dill, Secretaryfairs, Personal Relations, and Com- Treasurer Arthur Koenig, Senior
munity Service commissions and Representative Dana Jones, Junior
the Publicity and Political Em- Representative Prescott Harris, and
phasis Week committees were aso Off-Campus Representative Herbpresented by their chairmen and ert Bergdahl.

Stu-C Inauguration

discussed.
The group heard a preliminary
report on the study of the "nature"
of the CA, a project which has
been carried on throughout the
year by a special student-faculty
intcr-faith committee under Margaret Moulton's chairmanship. The
joint committee voted to have the
study continued and elected VicePresidcnt Richard
Hartmen
to
chair the group for the coming
year.

The
new
members
include
Senior Representative Ralph Perry,
Junior Representative Thomas McGann, and Sophomore Representatives Alan Goddard and Walter
Stover.

Eleven Enter In
Chem. Society
At Fri. Meeting
Eleven new members were admitted
to the Lawrance Chemical Society at
the April 14 meeting held in the Women's Union. They are Robert Blais,
Lynn Carlson, Charles Everett, Carol
Hollingworth,
William
Kennedy,
Lawrence Kimball, Lucille Mainland,
John McLaren, Austin Rich, William
Searles, and Edwin Swain.

The first television set located anyKarl Koss, piano soloist, will prewhere near the Bates campus was installed by Mike Buccigross in the sent his portion of the Sunday afternoon concert series at 4:00 in
Hobby Shoppe last Saturday.
the chapel this weekend. Koss' proAt the moment, however, the regram will include the following
ception of the set is rather indistinct
pieces: "Prelude in C Minor" by
and unclear, because of the great disDorothy Priesing, "An Den Frultance from the two Boston stations.
ing" by Grieg, "Waltz Themes
Therefore it is now in the Hobby
from Faust" by Leslie Loth, "RoShoppe office, awaiting adjustments
mance in Caracas" by Belle Fenwhich may be made this week. It is
stock, "Andalucia"
by
Ernesto
hoped that warmer weather will imLecuona, "Sonata in E" by Haydn,
prove the reception.
"Egyptian Dance" by Friml, and
The installation of this television "Juba Dance" by Dett. He will also
set is an example of Mike's desire to play three preludes by Gershwin
keep the equipment of the Hobby and a waltz by Chopin.
Shoppe up-to-date and to keep the
Hobby Shoppe a favorite recreation
center for students.

Each new member was required to
bow reverently to a large map of
China while a phonograph churned
out the "Chinese Mule Train". This
was done, Henry Kelly, program
chairman, said, "out of respect for
(Continued from page three)
one of our chemistry professors who
three of the other State clubs will
is here in spirit if not in body."
present potentially powerful baseFollowing this brief ritual, the as- ball aggregations. Bowdoin and
piring chemists read prepared reports Colby in particular have formidable
of their preliminary initiation. A de- pitching staffs. In Captain Bernie
tailed analysis of Mike's coffee was Johnson, Bowdoin offers perhaps
presented, followed by a research pa- the State's top curveball pitcher.
per showing the corelation between Colby has three good twirlers in
the number of couples in a reception Gavel, Keefe and Leaf, all of whom
room and the temperature .of the have proven themselves in State
room.
play. Maine recently completed a
seven
game
jaunt
Austin Rich then gave a five min- successful
ute speech on "Why I will not put through the South, a factor which
stink bombs in women's dorms." It gives it a head start over the other
seems that he wanted to prove to State clubs. Asked to comment
Cheney house that ammonium sul- about the possible finish of the
fide is a highly volatile, putred smell- State Series, "Ducky's" sole remark
ing liquid. For this brutal act, he and was that the "team that gets the
his accomplice, John McLaren, were runs" should cop the crown, all of
forced to drink a large flask of dis- which appears to be sound logic.
One day last week the Garnet
tilled water.

Price Tags

STUDENT Assistants

(Continued from page two)
Heard about drowned rats but
this story's about the mouse on a
Holiday spree, who landed in the
frog aquarium at Carnegie and met
his doom - - - seems he hadn't heard
about Mrs. Kimball's classes at the
Y
Bob
Looks like television is about
to hit the campus - - - wonder
if Mike has thought of selling
balcony seats on the shelves - - Whiskerin' off to sweep up some
more dirt
Hey, Bob!
The Bobkats

(Continued from page one)
school magazine and is active in debating work.
Barbara, freshman English major, will handle all musical activities. She has served as a reporter
on the STUDENT this year, and
as chairman of the Fireside Chat.
Carroll, freshman history major,
will handle chapel programs. He
was editor of his high school yearbook, is active in debating, and has
served as a reporter on the STUDEN'T this year.

batters found themselves face to
face with a pitching automaton.
This gadget which was brought
over from New Hampshire for an
exhibition
shot
balls
from
a
machine in a fashion reminiscent of
a circus cannon. It was an interesting experiment, but it seems unlikely to become a fixture at Bates.

In

DROP IN ANYTIME
FOR THE BEST FOR
YOUR MONEY
HOME

OF

HOT

187 Main St.

recent

interview.

Campus

Client Chairman George Gamble is
reported to have screamed frenziedly, "We've got to rescue the Campus Chest from complete and utter
bankruptcy, or my name is Mud!"
It appeared after he had calmed
down

that

though

the

Dance

soon

to

presented

The Colonial Lunch

Rescue

A varied entertainment featuring
top campus talent Is being planned.
Curiosity was cited as one motive
Carol
Lux, eleven year old
for attending the dance.
daughter of Prof. Lux, presented a
piano recital of eight short compositions in chapel Monday. Carol
is now a student in the sixth grade
at the Fryc Grammar School.

For INSTANT

Alte Shut
UT FLOWERS

Call

4-4066

INCORPORATIO

By Wire

Radio Cabs

DUBE'S
FLOWER SHOP

At The Corner Of Park St.

Our Food Is Still The Best Advertisement We Have
Come In And Try Some

$9.95
SEARS. ROEBUCK and CO., 212 Main St., Lewiston

Tops with College Girls
Women from 227 colleges are now takng CJibbs secretarial training.

30 PJI» An.. HEW 1<m 1/ 13 PlymouU. St. MOHTCIAIR
1 I Syfwrior St, CHICAGO 11 155 Anjell St, PROVIDENCE £
90 MjrlbmoMh St. BOSTOH l«

What's the Odds:
we can do that laundry,

"COMPLETE BANKING SERVICE'1

DRAPER'S
BAKERY

LEWISTON TRUST CO.

giving same day service;
shirts 3 day service?
1 - 8 lbs. at 60c
8 plus. lbs. at $1.00

JACK & JILL LAUNDERETTE

PASTRY OF ALL KINDS
LEWISTON - MAINE
Opp Post Office

Tel. 2-6645

54 ASH STREET

Courtesy

Quality

You've Tried the Rest,
Now Try the Best!

4-79 12

SAM'S
TO

BATES MEN

TEE SHIRTS

WARDS

STREET FLOOR

CAMPUS AVE.

NEAR SABATTUS ST.

EVERY DAY THOUSANDS
ARE PROVING CHESTERFIELD!
SMOKE
10»«R

acwEmoPHK
say*
JMUBH. DA»0*»"*~
pro|BJO-tttTob«cc«^
FanBy«.,M.C.

Dial 4-7371

Original Italian Sandwich
268 Main St.

WASHABLE RAYON

We Solicit The Business Of Bates Students

Service

(Corner Sabattus and College)
TELEPHONE

gfe==-

Hacker House

CALL & DELIVERY SERVlJ
Phone 4-7326

COOPERS

H'riU College Course Dean for catalog

Katharine Gibbs

Agent
DOROTHY FRYER

FOR HAMBURGERS
and
A GOOD TIME
It's

CALIFORNIA STYLE WAIST
SADDLE STITCHED
YOUNG MEN'S MODEL
Browns Tan, Grey, Blue - Light Blue

CLEANSERS & rURRrrjuj |
COLLEGE SERVICE

Bus Service

P AST ROM I

GABARDINE PANTS

WELCOMES EVERYONE AT BATES COLLEGE

Squad acted as chairmen ,
bates. Other students aSsis.
entertainment for the guts*
college.

YE OLDE HOBBY SHOPPE

100% WOOL

(Ju»t over on Main St)

Lois Diokson of P. .
schoo., the wi„ning ;;a^i
week's Maine high
*ho0|
tourney, was awards
scholarship to Bates as .J*'1'
dividual speaker. Dona|d
bee of South Portland UDana Devoe of Orono £*
awarded special ,„,(la| *'«
outstanding work
0,1
«*UH
did not reach tin
medals were also awarJJ
bers of the teams r.-qirese
land High, f,r>1
, ien,W«l
I'lace;
Little High, second
Ellsworth High, third pj'

The Bates Intersil,...
in ing League held i,s a * <
Chase Hall was ostensibly a sequel meat on April I4.J5 j*\
to the freshman Sliipv. rek Dante, schools competed in c°nipeti
in reality the Campu. Chest had the secondarv srhool ch;
»**1
Maine
been shipwrecked months ago by (■ of
thc
student apathy and tightfistedness. "Resolved: That :
the United States
°uld be ,
"The Rescue Dance, slated for by the direct
0tt
'
0*
the M
Saturday. April 11 from 8-12 p.m.. The three team, ,«, ^
,
promises to be a stellar affair." were Portland •
;L
muttered Gambel. "We have set Ellsworth.
special prices for single and double
The Bates Deb
admittances, since stags are espefers many thanks 10
cially welcome. Imagine the savings
a" .ho*
helped make tli e
tourney i Slli
possible when prices are as low as
dem
40c
for
singles
and
80c
for
- »nd facul,,
bers assisted as judg(
couples!"
be

Monday Chapel

GORDON'S RESTAURANT

(Continued from page threeJ
tion of poems was very well done,
and the square dancing proceded a'
a lively pace. The basketball game
was especially interesting since at
one end of the floor the guards set
up a zone defense, while at the other they played man to man.

;i

195 Lisbon St.

George Cory was put in charge
of the CA leadership training class
for next year. The program begun
this spring was deemed suclessful
in preparing students for cabinet
positions, and plans went ahead for
a similar series of classes next fall.
Jane .Osborne and Betty Zinck
were appointed to the Chapel Committee as the CA representatives
for next year.

OUTFITTERS

Kat's Meow

Rescue Party
Organized To
Aid Ailing Chest

Taxi Service

Demonstration

Perham, Robert Corish, Robert
Wade, and Richard Scott are the
The game was refereed by Elaine
retiring Senior members of the Annas and Barbara Chick, who arc
council.
nationally rated women's officials.

The Freshman Shipwreck dance
sported people dressed as everything
from Chinamen to hula-hula dancers.
The decorations were palm trees
and cactus plants. The entertainment
was led by Gordon Hall and Robert
Hildreth. William Wyman was master of ceremonies.
Walter Stover startUd the audience
by coming on "stage" with a I-rankenstein mask on his head. A new talent was discovered when Richard
Holbrook sang "Erie Canal" and the
"Whiffenpoof Song".
Chase Hall was filled to capacity
and the dance was called one of the
most successful of the year.

The Aroma
Tells You...
We tobacco farmers know that!
- when tobaccos smell milder theyl
smoke milder. That's how smokers!
can know that the mild, ripe tobaccos Chesterfield buys from me
and hundreds of other farmers
will taste better, smoke cooler and|

Tel. 2-9145

Opp. St. Joseph's Church

Sports Shirts
$3.95

much milder.
That's why I've smoked |

Tel. 2-7351

Chesterfield for 15 years.
79 Lisbon St

Lewiaton
..., ..i •' I

Norris-Hayden Laundry
MODERN DRY CLEANERS
Efficient Work and
Reasonable Rate*

Cash or Charge Basis
Agents
Hugh Penny

George Dumard

FINE RAYON GABARDINE
that washes perfectly

PLAZA GRILL

Long Sleeve Style in Garnet, Dartmouth Green, Navy,
Tan, Gray, Lime, Brown

AT THE SIGN OF
THE LOBSTER

The JESTER Blouse
FAMOUS ON THE RIVIERA . . . SMART ON FIFTH AVE.

A. H. BENOIT & CO.
LISBON AND ASH

LEWISTON

FINE FOOD
177 Main St.

Lewiston

MILDER

. . . NEAT FOR THE CAMPUS . . .

for
Colors:

Made of Fine Combed Interlock Cotton
Lilac- Sea Green
Powder Blue
Black - Maize
Small
Medium
Large

$2.98
OF COURSE YOU MAY USE YOUR BATES CHARGE ACCOUNT

COW*" «»* IiOORT ft

Mmi Trmao

^

ESTERFIELD

THE BEST
CIGARETTE &1
YOU TO SM0&

